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Abstract—The research reported in biomedical articles
often involves large numbers of investigators at different
institutions. To properly credit these investigators, an article’s
authors frequently name them together in some part of the
article. These Investigator Names (IN) now constitute a
required field in the MEDLINE® citation for the article. The
automated extraction of these names is implemented in a
system developed by a research group at the U.S. National
Library of Medicine, consisting of three modules based on
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers and heuristic rules.
The SVM classifiers label text blocks (“zones”) that possibly
contain Investigator Names, and the heuristic rules identify the
actual zones. We collect eleven sets of word lists to train and
test the classifiers, each set containing 100 to 56,000 words.
Experimental results on online biomedical articles show a
Precision of 0.90, 0.95 Recall, 0.92 F-Measure, and 0.99
Accuracy.
Keywords— Investigator Names, MEDLINE, Support Vector
Machine, heuristic rules, labeling, bibliographic information

I.
INTRODUCTION
The U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM) maintains
MEDLINE, a bibliographic database that contains over 21
million citations for biomedical journal articles [1]. Each
citation includes fifty-one fields of bibliographic data. NLM
receives citations for many articles in XML format directly
from journal publishers. However, key bibliographic
information is often missing, requiring manual entry. The
manual process to enter this data is time-consuming and
error-prone. In addition, the volume of articles indexed for
MEDLINE increases rapidly every year. We have therefore
developed an automatic system called Publisher Data
Review System (PDRS) to extract missing bibliographic
information [2, 3, 4, and 5].
Investigator Names (IN) is one of the missing pieces of
bibliographic information. These are names of investigators
who collaborate in conducting research for the articles. They
number above forty on average in an article, and sometimes
over several hundred. There are three steps to extract IN in
an article. First, divide an article into several zones (text
blocks). Second, label zones containing IN. Third, extract IN
from these labeled zones. In this paper, we will present an
automatic labeling method for the second step.
Some algorithms commonly used for document labeling
are Support Vector Machine (SVM) [6], the Naïve Bayes
algorithm [7], and Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [8].
Naïve Bayes algorithm is used for spam emails [9] and Web
document classification [10]. CRF is used for keyword

extraction from documents [11] and segmenting/labeling
documents [12]. SVM has been used to categorize newswire
documents, Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) [13], Web
documents [14], and the Reuters-21578 collection [15]. Since
there are several variations (e.g., size, location, content) in the
zones containing IN, supervised learning algorithms that handle
nonlinear classification cases, are proper in this case. We,
therefore, use SVM classifiers in this work. We proposed a
prototype to label zones containing IN [16] and this paper
presents the improved version of this prototype.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II defines IN zones. The details of our method are
presented in Section III. We discuss experimental results in
Section IV, and show conclusions in Section V.
II. INVESTIGATOR NAME ZONE
In biomedical research, many investigators from different
groups or organizations often collaborate in conducting the
research. These groups or organizations also appear in the
author or title zones, and the investigators affiliated with them
would have their names listed somewhere else within the
article, most likely toward the end, close to the references. We
define the group/organization names as “Corporate Author”.
Investigators who are affiliated with a “Corporate Author”
would have their names included in a zone (other than the
author zone) in the article. We refer to names of the
investigators as “Investigator Names (IN)” and zones
containing these investigator names as “IN zones”. Zones that
do not contain IN are considered “Non-IN zones”.
Fig. 1 shows an example of “Corporate Author” (CA) and
its corresponding “IN zone.” Fig. 1(a) shows the Corporate
Author “SAPALDIA Team” located in the author zone and Fig.
1(b) shows the corresponding “IN zone” located in the footnote
section. IN are usually grouped together in a single “IN zone”
and appears in the end of articles located right above the
reference section as shown in Fig. 1(b). However, there are
exceptions as shown in Fig. 2. All “IN zones” in the figures are
in red boxes. Fig. 2(a) shows an “IN zone” located next to an
affiliation zone and Fig. 2(b) shows multiple “IN zones”. Fig.
2(c) shows several “IN zones” that consist of only one
investigator name per “IN zone”. Fig. 2(d) shows a few (three)
IN in an acknowledgment sentence with other information.
In addition, the contents of the “IN Zones” are expressed
in different ways. Some “IN zones” contain only names (Fig.
2(a)), but others have names in addition to their affiliations
(Fig. 2(b)) and other information (Fig. 2(d)). Some “IN zones”

contain few names (Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)) and some “IN zones”
contain more other information than names (Fig. 2(d)). In Fig.
2(c), each “IN zone” consists of only one investigator name
(red box) and its format is the same as the zones (green dashed

box) in the Liaisons section. Therefore, information from
neighboring zones, including section names, “Corporate
Author” information, and zone locations within an article, are
needed to identify “IN zones” correctly.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 1: (a) An author zone with the Corporate Author “SAPALDIA Team.” (b) The corresponding “IN zone” is located in Footnotes section.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Fig. 2. Examples of articles with “IN zones” (red boxes). (a) “IN zones” are located next to affiliation zone. (b) Four “IN zones” next to each other. (c). Eight
“IN zones” next to each other followed by four “Non-IN zones”. (d) Few (three) IN with other information in the “IN Zone.”

III.

PROPOSED APPROACH

A. Features used for IN Zone
“IN zones” are usually composed of two categories of
words related to author names and/or affiliations. “Non-IN
zones” are related to lexicons that are not related to the two
word categories. Therefore, eleven word lists from
MEDLINE are created as shown in Table 1. Based on the
word lists, eighteen word features are collected for each zone
as shown in Table 2. Among the features in the table, Journal
name, Year, and Pagination are used to classify zones (“NonIN zones”) in Reference section that contain several author
names.

Table I. WORD LISTS USED FOR LABELING AN “IN ZONE”.
Word Lists
Corporate Author words
Section name
Last name
First name
Title
Affiliation
Grant Support
Lexicon
Journal Name
Unigram words from
Journal Name
Bigram words from
Journal Name

Explanation/Examples
Committee, Investigator, Group, etc.
Acknowledgment, Notes, etc.
Arison, Barret, Chay, Digman, Forbes, etc.
Adam, Bent, Carol, Dave, Ema, Frank, etc.
M.D., R.N., Ph.D., M.S., etc.
Department, School, Hospital, etc.
Grant, Support, Fund, etc.
Activation, case, delivered, project, etc.
Cell, Nature, JAMA, etc.
Abdominal, Biocell, Journal, ultrasonics,
etc.
Abnormal Child, Circuits Systems, Journal
for, The British, etc.

Table II. FEATURES USED FOR LABELING A
AN “IN ZONE”.
Features
Corporate Author name
Common Corporate Author word
Section Name
References (Section Name)
Zone containing more than two
words
Journal Name
Year
Pagination
Section Name Zone
Frequency of Last and First Names
Frequency of All Names
Frequency of Common words in
Title and Abstract zones
Frequency of Affiliation
Frequency of punctuation mark
Frequency of total words
matched
Frequency of Grant Support
Normalized Frequency of All
Names in a Zone
Normalized Frequency of
Number of Words in a Zone

Explanation/Exxamples
Complete namee
Committee, Inveestigator, Group, etc.
Acknowledgmeent, Notes, etc.
(excluding Refeerences)
The word “Refeerences” as title of
that section.
Existence of jouurnal name
Existence of yeaar
Existence of paggination
Check if the zonne contains only
section name
Proportion of thhese in a zone.
Proportion of thhese in a zone.
Proportion of thhese in a zone.
Proportion of thhese in a zone.
Proportion of thhese in a zone.
Proportion of thhese in a zone.
Proportion of thhese in a zone.

B. Classifiers for IN Zones Used in the Systtem
The proposed system consists of two cclassifiers (MainClassifier and Post-Classifier) and Heuristicc Rules as shown
in Fig. 3. The classifiers estimate candidatee “IN zones” and
heuristic rules merge split “IN zones” baseed on the results
from previous classifier. We use SVM
M to train the
classifiers.
The Main-Classifier is designed to classify a single “IN
zone” containing several IN in an article uusing the features
N zone” for the
of the zone. Fig. 2(a) shows a similar “IN
classifier. The Post-Classifier is designedd for classifying
split “IN zones” (Fig. 2(b)) using the innformation from
neighboring zones.

plays an important role in recogn
nizing a zone as an “IN
zone.” When an “IN zone” is divided into multiple zones, it
is harder to label them as “IN zonees”. As a result, the PostClassifier has to exploit information
n from neighboring zones
to improve the classification rate in this case.
C. Heuristic Rules used in the Systeem
It is hard to label all “IN zonees” correctly using SVM
classifiers especially for multiple “IN
“ zones” in an article.
Fig. 2(c) shows two candidates off “IN zone” groups. The
first group zones (red boxes) belon
ng to “IN zones” and the
second group zones (green dashed boxes) do not belong to
g
have the same
“IN zones” even if the two groups
characteristics. To distinguish the reeal “IN zones” group, we
need to check the section name of th
he zone group. Therefore,
the following rules are used to merge divided “IN zones.”
Let Zi,,j is a candidate “IN zones” group that
t starts from zone Zi to Zj.
If Zi-1 is the section name zone of “Ackno
owledgment”, “Note”, etc.,
Label Zi,,j, as “IN zones” and stop
p merging process for Zi-1.
If Zi-1 has words in “Common Corporatee Author word”,
Label Zi,,j as “IN zones” and stop merging process for Zi-1.
If Zi has words in “Common Corporate Author word”,
Label Zi,,j, as “IN zones” and stop
p merging process for Zi-1.
If Zi+1 is the section name zone of “Ackn
nowledgment”, “Note”, etc.,
Label Zi,,j as “IN zones” and stop merging process for Zi+1.
If Zi-1 is the section name zone of “Refeerences”, “Liaisons”, etc.
Label Zi,,j as “Non-IN zones” and stop
s merging process for Zi-1.

D. Workflow of the System
The following shows the workflow
w of the system (Fig. 3).
Let
Ii be the estimation result (0 ≤ Ii ≤ 1) off the Main-Classifier for
zone i (Zi),
Pi be the estimation result (0 ≤ Pi ≤ 1) of
o the Post-Classifier for
zone i (Zi) in an article, where i = 1, 2,…, N
Ii, j be the estimation result (0 ≤ Ii, j ≤ 1) of the Main-Classifier for
Zi,j containing zones from Zi to Zj , where
w
0 ≤ i , j ≤ N and i<j.
W be the window size for merging “IN zones” using heuristic
rules (W=2 in the case.).
First, estimate Ii of all Zi in an article, where
w
i = 1, 2,…, N.
Second, sort Ii in descending order and select the first M zones
that have the highest Ii values (Zhim, m = 1, 2,…, M and 0≤i≤N).

Fig. 3. The proposed “IN zone” classifier. Ii is thee result of the MainClassifier for zone i, Pi is the result of the Post-Classifieer for zone i, ZN-1,N is a
zone combined with ZN-1 and ZN, and IN-1,N is the result of the Main-Classifier
for the zone ZN-1,N.

The main features of an “IN zone” aare the names of
investigators so the number of names idenntified in a zone

Third, for each zone Zhim, m = 1, 2,…, M.
Step A. Set h = i, k = i, w=0, and thresh
hold t (t =0.5 in this case).
Step B. Set h = h – 1.
If ( Ph ≥ t )
If (Zh satisfy Heuristic Rules)
Label Zh as a “IN zone” and in
nclude Zh in the Zhim group.
w=0.
Else
w++.
Else
w++.
If (W> w)
Go to Step B.
Else
Go to Step C.

Step C. Set k = k + 1.
If ( Ph ≥ t ),
If (Zk satisfy Heuristic Rules)
Label Zk as a “IN zone” and include Zk in the Zhim group.
w=0.
Else
w++.
Else
w++.
If (W> w)
Go to Step C.
Else
Go to Step D.
Step D. Combine all “IN zones” from Zh to Zk to make a zone
(Zh,k) and estimate Ih,k for Zh,k.
Fourth, Sort Ih,k in descending order where 0 ≤ h,k ≤ N and h ≤ k.
Fifth, For each Zh,k, from the highest Ih,k value
If ( Ih,k > t and Zh,k satisfies the heuristic rules )
Select the Zh,k as “IN zones”.
Stop.
Else
Continue.

The first step estimates the Main-Classifier results of all
zones (N) in an article. The second step sorts the results
(First) in descending order and picks the M zones that have
the highest results. The third step, for each zone in the M
zones, combines the split IN candidate zones using the PostClassifier results and estimates the Main-Classifier results
for the combined zone. The fourth step sorts the results
(Third) for all M combined zones. The fifth step picks the
combined zone with the highest results (Fourth) as IN zones.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Two sets of training data are collected for the MainClassifier and Post-Classifier. For the training set of MainClassifier, all “IN zones” in an article are combined into one
zone. However, multiple “IN zones”, as well as the combined
zone, are used to train the Post-Classifier. Fig. 2(c) shows an
example. The Main-Classifier uses the “IN zone” resulting
from combining the eight separate “IN zones” for training. The
Post-Classifier uses all eight individual “IN zones” as well as
the combined “IN zone”. For “Non-IN zones” for both
classifiers, we randomly select zones from a set of training
articles. To train the Post-Classifier, two neighboring zones
(one zone before and one after an “IN zone”) are used in this
experiment.
For the two different classifiers used in the proposed
system, we choose SVM classifiers and radial basis functions
(RBF) as their kernel functions, implement them using the
LIBSVM [17, 18] library, and used a sigmoid function to
map the classifiers’ results between 0 and 1.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed system, we
use four different measures; Precision, Recall, F-Measure, and
Accuracy.
There are not many articles that have IN. Nevertheless, we
managed to collect 159 “IN zones” and 433 “Non-IN zones” to
train the Main-Classifier and 448 “IN zones” and 530 “Non-IN
zones” to train the Post-Classifier from 159 articles. To test the
proposed system, we collect 216 different journal articles
containing 323 “IN zones” and 46,217 “Non-IN zones”.

Table I shows the test results. Among the 323 “IN zones”,
308 “IN zones” are correctly labeled and 15 are under-labeled
(false-negative errors). 36 “Non-IN zones” are over-labeled
(false-positive errors) and 45,858 “Non-IN zones” are labeled
correctly. Table II shows the performance based on the four
different measures. Precision rate shows 0.90, Recall rate 0.95,
F-Measure rate 0.92, and Accuracy rate 0.99. Table III shows
results at the article level. Among 216 articles, 187 articles
have all “IN zones” labeled correctly (86.57% of articles are
labeled correctly). 20 articles (9.26%) are over-labeled and one
article is under-labeled (0.46%) in the merging process using
the heuristic rules. Eight articles are both under- and overlabeled (3.70%) because the Post-Classifier could not estimate
one of the “IN zones” as having the highest confidence among
the candidate “IN zones”. Some author zones and reference
zones are mislabeled as “IN zones” since they contain several
names.
The proposed system produces some false positive and
false negative errors. False-negative errors generated by the
Main-Classifier cause false-positive errors in final results. In
the case of false-positive errors, some are made by the PostClassifier and by the heuristic rules. Fig. 4(a) shows a falsepositive error. After the “IN zone” (red box) is labeled by the
system, a “Non-IN zone” (green dashed box) was also labeled
as “IN zone” since the zone contains several names. Fig. 4(b)
shows a false-negative error. The two “IN zones” (red boxes)
are labeled since there are several IN in the zones. However,
the first zone (green dashed box) is not labeled as “IN zone”
since there are few IN and all IN are foreign names. The names
are not listed in the word lists for First and Last names.
In Fig. 4(a), the false-positive error can be resolved if the
system uses the first word “correspondence” in the zone. In
Fig. 4(b), the false-negative error can be resolved if the rules
check the first words “Study Committee Co-chairs” since
“Committee” belongs to “Common Corporate Author word”
and the word is also used in “IN zones” in the article.
TABLE I. PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM (216
ARTICLES USED)
True
False
IN Zone
(323)
308
15
Non-IN Zone (45,894)
36
45,858
TABLE II. PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR THE PROPOSED
SYSTEM
Proposed System
0.90
Precision
0.95
Recall
0.92
F-Measure
0.99
Accuracy
TABLE III. PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM AT THE
ARTICLE LEVEL
Number of
Percent
articles
(%)
216
Total
187
86.57
All “IN zones” labeled correctly
20
9.26
All “IN zones” labeled correctly and some
“Non-IN zones” are over labeled
1
0.46
Some “IN zones” are under labeled
8
3.70
All “IN zones” are under labeled and some
“Non-IN zones” are over labeled

Library of Medicine, and Lister Hill National Center for
Biomedical Communications.
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V.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes an automated system consisting of two
different SVM classifiers and heuristic rules to automatically
label zones that contain Investigator Names in an online
biomedical article.
We collect eighteen word features to train and test the two
SVM classifiers. The Main-Classifier is used to label a zone
with highest confidence as an “IN zone” and the Post-Classifier
is used to label multiple “IN zones” using neighboring zones’
information. The heuristic rules are also used to merge multiple
“IN zones” to improve performance of the proposed system.
The proposed system shows relatively good performance.
Precision is somewhat low (0.90), but, Recall and F-Measure
are relatively high (0.96 and 0.92). The accuracy is also high
(0.99). The Main-Classifier creates false-negative errors in
articles with multiple “IN zones” and some false-positive errors
result from author zones and references in the article. The PostClassifier generates some false-positive errors in multiple “IN
zones”.
As a future task, we plan to use more features to eliminate
errors made by the two classifiers, and add more robust rules to
improve accuracy of merging process for the multiple “IN
zones” cases.
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